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 The first Gunboat to be pressed into Imperial Defense Force service in over a century, 
the G-8/Enforcer class is yet another step forward for a modern navy that for decades, 
relied on larger numbers of relatively fewer classes.  It also represents one more step 
towards a more balanced, nimble fleet—one that is not overrepresented by large, imposing 
battleships or other patrol combatants. 
 
 The KDF for decades, had been the one major power most resistant to change.  Even 
as relative upstarts and somewhat established powers (the Talarian and Tholian Navies 
respectively) moved to update their forces—introducing thoroughly modern and surprisingly 
large (Tholian Tarantula—2,070m; Talarian Imperator—3,567m and Darkstar—5,875m) 
starships—the KDF had maintained its focus on a ‘battleship first’ philosophy, introducing 
and continually updating classes like Negh’var and Q’ang/’Chancellor’ while mainline 
classes such as D-8/K’Tinga, D-11/B’Rel and even early Vor’cha class examples were left to 
carry the burden of normal peacetime operations. 
 
 Winds of change began to stir however, in the aftermath of the Borg’s final invasion in 
2381.  D-20/Korgal and Mave’Q emerged to replace D-11/B’Rel and D-90 finally assumed 
the mantle of honor from the vaunted K’Tinga.  The subsequent outbreak of war between 
the Federation Alliance and the Typhon Pact between 2385-87 proved that much still 
needed to be done.  Overwhelming defeats at B’Moth and Gila IV—relatively ‘backwater’ 
and strategically insignificant star systems—prompted calls by top strategists for the 
reintroduction of a ship type that had not seen any new exampled enter production in 
quite sometime—the Gunboat. 
 
 In strict naval parlance, a Gunboat was a ship of negligible size, designed to carry a 
weapon or weapons that would allow it to attack fixed or otherwise fortified installations.  
The KDF pioneered their use throughout the 23rd Century.  G-1/Sentinel entered service in 
2230 and was used extensively during the Four Years War. A primitive, ‘disposable’ design, it 
was  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
built around a pair of Mark VI Disruptors, a single Drone Missile launcher and was able to be 
fielded in extremely high numbers.  Though Starfleet’s introduction of Phaser weaponry 
eventually forced the KDF to take the defensive and concede defeat, the 
tactical/strategic significance of Sentinel was not lost on their leadership.  Its successor, G-
6/Guardian which entered service in 2268, was more refined—at least from the point that it 
wasn’t built merely as a cheap weapon of war.  It enjoyed much more success in service, 
but was soon overshadowed by the KDF’s acquisition of the Romulan S-11 class Frigate and 
their own D-18/Lara’atan class Heavy Destroyer.  Most that still survived into the late 24th 
Century were sacrificed during the Dominion War paving the way for the introduction of a 
successor. 
 
 Designated as the G-8/”Enforcer” class, the design for this new Gunboat was not 
finalized until 2395.  At 105 meters in length, it was larger than most Gunboats—this however 
was on account of the introduction of modern KDF starfighters.. A single-hull design, it 
maintained the traditional Klingon layout, but broader and with a shallower overall draft—
enhancing warp field dynamics and providing a stealthier sensor profile.  As with the various 
Bird-of-Prey types operated over the years, Enforcer featured integrated warp and impulse 
engines, accounting for the horseshoe-shaped ‘bulges’ protruding on the dorsal and 
ventral surfaces. 
 
 Also, like previous Gunboat classes, Enforcer was powered by an extremely 
advanced, ‘supercharged’ reactor core.  It fed an powerful suite of weapons—2 Mark XII 
Disruptor Cannons (wingtip mounted), 2 Mark X Disruptors (flanking the command pod) and  
a single forward torpedo launcher—as well as advanced computer automation systems, 
which were quickly becoming a Klingon trademark.  Combined with engineering and 
construction advances which eliminated many operational and maintenance complexities, 
these systems automated many low and mid-level functions that made manual monitoring 
and adjustment redundant.  This in turn, allowed Enforcer to be operated by a compliment 
of just 6 officers & crewmen.  Additionally, a further 12 fully equipped troops could be 
embarked depending on mission requirements. 



 
 Production began in 2397, divided between frontier area production bases in the 
Sigma Kinna, Maranga and Korninar star systems and those in the ‘home systems’ 
surrounding Qo’nos (Gorath, Brestant, No’mat).  The size and simplicity of the underlying 
engineering made large-scale production extremely easy—1,028 examples in service by the 
end of 2398 and nearly 3,100 in service by 2400.   
 
 The size, speed and sheer number of examples in service lead to Enforcer becoming 
the principal scouting/reconnaissance platform, overtaking D-11/B’Rel, as well as a 
principal supporting platform for the KDF Starfighter Corps—escorting/providing fire support 
for the Vo’Quv class Carriers as well providing rudimentary C3 functionality for fighter 
formations. 
 



Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 
 

G-8/’Enforcer 
Gunboat 
 
2397- 
17,476 
 
105m 
77m 
16m 
4 
 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

156,910 metric tons 
 
6 (est.) 

Armament 
 
 
 
Defense Systems 

2 Mark XII Disruptor Cannons 
2 Mark X Disruptor Cannons 
1 Torpedo Launcher 
 
Standard Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 149,041 TerraJoules 
 
Standard Duranium/Trititanium Single Hull  
        plus 2cm High Density Armor 



Editor’s Annotations 
 
 
Another design I spotted at the same time I found the one that would become my D-20/Korgal, the G-8/’Enforcer’ is yet another product of noted modeler ‘Atolm’ (his G-2/Stalwart 
class).  A rugged, yet simple design this was one of those that was begging to be done in my own opinion.  One thing that was kind of a thorn in my side was the sizing bit.  I kept the same 
quoted length and scaled the other dimensions to my own D-90, but to support this, I had to decide definitively which of the various designs I’ve collected would represent the 3 ‘modern’ 
starfighter types I had envisaged.  The KDF doesn’t really have any sort of long-range/heavy shuttlecraft or runabout/cutter as does Starfleet, but still, I wanted to leave enough of a gap 
in size between the fighters and this Gunboat—just in case I ran across anything in the future. 
 
Also, unlike the Q’ang/’Chancellor’ and D-20/Korgal, I didn’t bother to explicitly mention how the disruptors of Enforcer were variable-modulating.  I figured that by this time—with 
production of the two aforementioned classes well underway—that capability would be standard on all new ships from there on out. 
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